Abstract-While most of the current forecasting methods interval forecasts, which translates to quoting particular points provide single estimates of future wind generation, some methods of predictive distributions of wind power (see [5]-[7] among now allow one to have probabilistic predictions of wind power. others). In the present paper, we leave aside the case of risk or not) from the use of these probabilistic forecasts in an operational context. We base the present study on uncertainty
t+k/t:
(1-aj/2) r (1 , 1/2) r(1-aj/2)'} (2) Consequently, denote by nm) the sum of hits and nh) the t+kl/t : * * *: t+kl/t : t+kl/t : sum of misses (for a given horizon k) over the N realizations: which can also be written as N fL±k/t -{r+kG t+/t'j *,&tk
The first requirement for interval forecasts is that their mea-
The easiest way to check the calibration of probabilistic sured coverage should be close to the nominal one. Actually, if forecasts is to compare the empirical coverages of the various considering infinite series of interval forecasts, that empirical quantiles to the nominal ones (i.e. the required probability di). An estimation a(a of the actual coverage a(a), for a should reward a forecaster that expresses his true beliefs. It is given horizon k, is obtained by calculating the mean of the said to be proper if it does so. Gneiting et al. [16] recently {t)}ki.N time-series over the test set:
showed that any scoring rule of the form i~~~) 1 m5j~~~~~~ ( 7) 2m + (sdPOei) ak HN~<)* nk (7) S( tp+k/tP±k)
This standard approach to the evaluation of prediction si( t+k/l)) t, + ) ( intervals was proposed by Ballie et al. [12] .~~~~~~~the nominal coverage rates of the quantiles (Fig. 2) . Deviation way both dk and (Tk can be considered for evaluating the values are the averages over the 43 look-ahead times. The quality of predictive distributions is described in [15] .
figures in the legend give the average absolute deviations Alternatively, one may envisage to use skill scores for eval-ovrteanefnmilcvrgeaesOesesrm uating the sharpness and resolution of probabilistic forecasts. Fig. 2 that the deviations from nominal coverage are comprised Skill scores are obtained from scoring rules that associate a between -1.8 and 0.30% whatever the point forecasts used as single numerical value S( ftP±k/t' Pt±k) to a predictive distri-input. Owing to these low deviations from 'perfect reliability', bution fjP±kt if the event Pt+±k materializes. A scoring rule we assume that the three sets of probabilistic forecasts are well-calibrated. However, there is a difference in the overall 
Each electricity pool has its own rules and regulations In turn, the regulation costs are a function of the spot price that determine the way energy is to be sold or purchased, qrk, the regulation unit costs <r) and wr)' for downward how the market prices are settled, and the obligations that and upward dispatch respectively, and the amount of energy the participants (producers or consumers) are committed to. produced in imbalance dkc: For setting up the model of regulation penalties, we assume sold at the spot price, and the level of contracted energy only it is possible to perfectly predict these quarterly averages. This influences the regulation costs, an optimal energy bid Ec is consequentlyyields four differentmodels ofthe regulationunit determined by minimizing the expectation of these costs:
costs, depending on the quarter of the year. Besides that, we determined by minimizing the expetationofthesecosts:
consider the three sets of probabilistic forecasts, the quality summer period) than during the first one (corresponding in turn to the winter period). The average market clearing price One sees from Table II that whatever the considered point over 2002 is equal to 29.99e/MWh. In parallel, the regulation prediction method, applying the more advanced strategy inmarket behavior exhibits also substantial variations. Although stead of using the point forecasts only permits to augment the the average unit costs for upward and downward dispatch are market participant's income. The revenue of the operator is rather similar for the last two quarters, the latter is much increased by 5-6 points, which corresponds to reducing the regulation costs by one third over that year. Review, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 841-862, 1998. in the following hours (typically up to 48-hour ahead). We [10] 
